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How many of us have squirted milk on the inside of our wrist or tonguetested a spoonful of food to see how hot a meal is during weaning? A
hit and miss way to tell at best and not that hygienic!
Thermapen has now provided a solution for weaning parents – its First
Foods Digital Thermometer. Designed to accurately check the
temperature of children’s food and milk during weaning, Thermapen’s
latest launch offers speed, accuracy and convenience for parents who
want to ensure that their little one’s food temperature is safe.
No stress, no guesswork.
The First Foods Digital Thermometer has a blunt tip which makes it
safe to use around infants and toddlers, and an easy to read digital
display that gives an accurate temperature reading in under three
seconds – perfect when you have a little one waiting impatiently for
their lunch.
To help parents safely navigate the weaning stage, Thermapen has
created a handy set of guidelines for parents with safe temperatures
for every stage of their little explorer’s weaning journey:

Age

Weaning Stage

Temperature Guide

0-6 months Breast milk or formula

36.5-37.5 °C*

6 months+ First Foods: vegetable purees, fruit purees and mashed foods

21-37.5°C*

12 months+Established weaning: shepherd’s pie, curries and pasta sauces40-46°C*

Available in a classic white colour, Thermapen’s First Foods Thermometer conveniently folds away meaning it’s perfect for mums and
dads on the go, easily fitting into a changing bag.
Jason Webb, Operations Director at Thermapen said “We are so pleased that we’re able to help parents take away the stress of
weaning with our safe and easy to use First Foods Digital Thermometer. We’ve been making thermometers for the food industry for
over 35 years and this new version of our leading digital thermometer marries the convenience of our iconic fold up design with the
safety of a blunter thermometer tip for added peace of mind for new parents. Each Thermapen is proudly manufactured in the UK,
giving you an accurate temperature read you can trust every time for your little one’s weaning journey”.

PWT rating: ♥♥♥♥♥
ETI Thermapen First Foods Digital Baby Food Thermometer is available from Thermapen and Amazon and retails at £39.99.
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